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Abstract

The last decade has seen an astronomical shift from
imaging with DSLR and point-and-shoot cameras to imag-
ing with smartphone cameras. Due to the small aperture
and sensor size, smartphone images have notably more
noise than their DSLR counterparts. While denoising for
smartphone images is an active research area, the research
community currently lacks a denoising image dataset rep-
resentative of real noisy images from smartphone cameras
with high-quality ground truth. We address this issue in
this paper with the following contributions. We propose a
systematic procedure for estimating ground truth for noisy
images that can be used to benchmark denoising perfor-
mance for smartphone cameras. Using this procedure, we
have captured a dataset – the Smartphone Image Denoising
Dataset (SIDD) – of ~30,000 noisy images from 10 scenes
under different lighting conditions using five representative
smartphone cameras and generated their ground truth im-
ages. We used this dataset to benchmark a number of de-
noising algorithms. We show that CNN-based methods per-
form better when trained on our high-quality dataset than
when trained using alternative strategies, such as low-ISO
images used as a proxy for ground truth data.

1. Introduction

With over 1.5 billion smartphones sold annually,1 it is
unsurprising that smartphone images now vastly outnumber
images captured with DSLR and point-and-shoot cameras.
But while the prevalence of smartphones makes them a con-
venient device for photography, their images are typically
degraded by higher levels of noise due to the smaller sen-
sors and lenses found in their cameras. This problem has
heightened the need for progress in image denoising, par-
ticularly in the context of smartphone imagery.

A major issue towards this end is the lack of an estab-
lished benchmarking dataset for real image denoising rep-
resentative of smartphone cameras. The creation of such a

1Source: Gartner Reports, 2017
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Figure 1: An example scene imaged with an LG G4 smart-
phone camera: (a) a high-ISO noisy image; (b) same scene
captured with low ISO – this type of image is often used as
ground truth for (a); (c) ground truth estimated by [25]; (d)
our ground truth. Noise estimates (β1 and β2 for noise level
function and σ for Gaussian noise – see Section 3.2) indi-
cate that our ground truth has significantly less noise than
both (b) and (c). Images shown are processed in raw-RGB,
while sRGB images are shown here to aid visualization.

dataset is essential both to focus attention on denoising of
smartphone images and to enable standardized evaluations
of denoising techniques. However, many of the approaches
used to produce noise-free ground truth images are not fully
sufficient, especially for the case of smartphone cameras.
For example, the common strategy of using low ISO and
long exposure to acquire a “noise free” image [2, 26] is not
applicable to smartphone cameras, as noise is still signifi-
cant on such images even with the best camera settings (e.g.,
see Figure 1). Recent work in [25] moved in the right direc-
tion by globally aligning and post-processing low-ISO im-
ages to match their high-ISO counterparts. This approach
gives excellent performance on DSLR cameras; however,
it is not entirely applicable to smartphone images. In par-
ticular, post-processing of a low-ISO image does not suf-
ficiently remove the remaining noise, and the reliance on
a global translational alignment has proven inadequate for
aligning smartphone images.
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Contribution This work establishes a much needed image
dataset for smartphone denoising research. To this end, we
propose a systematic procedure for estimating ground truth
for real noisy images that can be used to benchmark denois-
ing performance on smartphone imagery. Using this pro-
cedure, we captured a dataset of ~30,000 real noisy images
using five representative smartphone cameras and generated
their ground truth images. Using our dataset, we bench-
marked a number of denoising methods to gauge the relative
performance of various approaches, including patch-based
methods and more recent CNN-based techniques. From this
analysis, we show that for CNN-based methods, notable
gains can be made when using our ground truth data ver-
sus conventional alternatives, such as low-ISO images.

2. Related Work
We review work related to ground truth image estimation

for denoising evaluation. Given the wide scope of denoising
research, only representative works are cited.
Ground truth for noisy real images The most widely used
approach for minimizing random noise is by image aver-
aging, where the average measurement of a scene point
statistically converges to the noise-free value with a suffi-
ciently large number of images. Image averaging has be-
come a standard technique in a broad range of imaging ap-
plications that are significantly affected by noise, including
fluorescence microscopy at low light levels and astronom-
ical imaging of dim celestial bodies. The most basic form
of this approach is to capture a set of images of a static
scene with a stationary camera and fixed camera settings,
then directly average the images. This strategy has been
employed to generate noise-free images used in evaluating
a denoising method [34], in evaluating a noise estimation
method [5], in comparing algorithms for estimating noise
level functions [21, 22], and for determining the parame-
ters of a cross-channel noise model [24]. While per-pixel
averaging is effective in certain instances, it is not valid
in two common cases: (1) when there is misalignment in
the sequence of images, which leads to a blurry mean im-
age, and (2) when there are clipped pixel intensities due
to low-light conditions or over-exposure, which causes the
noise to be non-zero-mean and direct averaging to be bi-
ased [13, 25]. These two cases are typical of smartphone
images, and to the best of our knowledge, no prior work has
addressed ground truth estimation through image averaging
under these settings. We show how to accurately estimate
noise-free images for these cases as part of our ground truth
estimation pipeline in Section 4.

Another common strategy is to assume that images from
online datasets (e.g., the TID2013 [26] and PASCAL VOC
datasets [12]) are noise-free and then synthetically gener-
ate noise to add to these images. However, there is little
evidence to suggest the selected images are noise-free, and

denoising results obtained in this manner are highly depen-
dent on the accuracy of the noise model used.
Denoising benchmark with real images There have been,
to the best of our knowledge, two attempts to quantitatively
benchmark denoising algorithms on real images. One is the
RENOIR dataset [2], which contains pairs of low/high-ISO
images. This dataset lacks accurate spatial alignment, and
the low-ISO images still contain noticeable noise. Also, the
raw image intensities are linearly mapped to 8-bit depth,
which adversely affects the quality of the images.

More closely related to our effort is the work on the
Darmstadt Noise Dataset (DND) [25]. Like the RENOIR
dataset, DND contains pairs of low/high-ISO images. By
contrast, the work in [25] post-processes the low-ISO im-
ages to (1) spatially align them to their high-ISO counter-
parts, and (2) overcome intensity changes due to changes
in ambient light or artificial light flicker. This work was
the first principled attempt at producing high-quality ground
truth images. However, most of the DND images have rel-
atively low levels of noise and normal lighting conditions.
As a result, there is a limited number of cases of high noise
levels or low-light conditions, which are major concerns
for image denoising and computer vision in general. Also,
treating misalignment between images as a global transla-
tion is not sufficient for cases including lens motion, radial
distortion, or optical image stabilization.

In our work on ground truth image estimation, we inves-
tigate issues that are pertinent for smartphone cameras and
have not been properly addressed by prior strategies, such
as the effect of spatial misalignment among images due to
lens motion (i.e., optical stabilization) and radial distortion,
and the effect of clipped intensities due to low-light condi-
tions or over-exposure. In addition, we examine the impact
of our dataset on recent deep learning-based methods and
show that training with real noise and our ground truth leads
to appreciably improved performance of such methods.

3. Dataset

In this section, we describe details regarding the setup
and protocol followed to capture our dataset. Then, we dis-
cuss the image noise estimation.

3.1. Image Capture Setup and Protocol

Our image capture setup is as follows. We capture static
indoor scenes to avoid misalignments caused by scene mo-
tion. In addition, we use a direct current (DC) light source
to avoid the flickering effect of alternating current (AC)
lights [28]. Our light source allows adjustments of illu-
mination brightness and color temperature (ranging from
3200K to 5500K). We used five smartphone cameras (Ap-
ple iPhone 7, Google Pixel, Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge, Mo-
torola Nexus 6, and LG G4).



We captured our dataset using the following protocol.
We captured each scene multiple times using different cam-
eras, different settings, and/or different lighting conditions.
Each combination of these is called a scene instance. For
each scene instance, we capture a sequence of successive
images, with a 1–2-second time interval between subse-
quent images. While capturing an image sequence, all cam-
era settings (e.g., ISO, exposure, focus, white balance, ex-
posure compensation) are fixed throughout the process.

We captured 10 different scenes using five smartphone
cameras under four different combinations (on average) of
the following settings and conditions:
• 15 different ISO levels ranging from 50 up to 10,000 to

obtain a variety of noise levels (the higher the ISO level,
the higher the noise).

• Three illumination temperatures to simulate the effect of
different light sources: 3200K for tungsten or halogen,
4400K for fluorescent lamps, and 5500K for daylight.

• Three light brightness levels: low, normal, and high.
For each scene instance, we captured a sequence of 150
successive images. Since noise is a random process, each
image contains a random sample from the sensor’s noise
distribution. Therefore, the total number of images in our
dataset – the Smartphone Image Denoising Dataset (SIDD)
– is ~30,000 (10 scenes × 5 cameras × 4 conditions × 150
images). For each image, we generate the corresponding
ground truth image (Section 4) and record all settings with
the raw data in DNG/Tiff files. Figure 2 shows some exam-
ple images from our dataset under different lighting condi-
tions and camera settings.

Throughout this paper, we denote a sequence of images
of the same scene instance as

X = {xi}Ni=1, (1)
where xi is the ith image in the sequence, N is the num-
ber of images in the sequence, and xi ∈ RM , where M is
the number of pixels in each image. Since we are consider-
ing images in raw-RGB space, we have only one mosaicked
channel per image. However, images shown throughout the
paper are rendered to sRGB to aid visualization.

3.2. Noise Estimation

It is often useful to have an estimate of the noise lev-
els present in an image. To provide such estimates for
our dataset, we use two common measures. The first is
the signal-dependent noise level function (NLF) [21, 14,
30], which models the noise as a heteroscedastic signal-
dependent Gaussian distribution where the variance of noise
is proportional to image intensity. For low-intensity pixels,
the heteroscedastic Gaussian model is still valid since the
sensor noise (modeled as a Gaussian) dominates [18]. We
denote the NLF-squared for a noise-free image y as

β2(y) = β1y + β2, (2)

Figure 2: Examples of noisy images from our SIDD dataset
captured under different lighting conditions and camera set-
tings. Below each scene, zoomed-in regions from both the
noisy image and our estimated ground truth (Section 4) are
provided.

where β1 is the signal-dependent multiplicative component
of the noise (the Poisson or shot noise), and β2 is the inde-
pendent additive Gaussian component of the noise. Then,
the corresponding noisy image x clipped to [0, 1] would be

x = min
(
max

(
y +N (0,β),0

)
,1
)
. (3)

For our noisy images, we report the NLF parameters pro-
vided by the camera device through the Android Camera2
API [15], which we found to be accurate when matched
with [14]. To assess the quality of our ground truth images,
we measure their NLF using [14]. The second measure of
noise we use is the homoscedastic Gaussian distribution of
noise that is independent of image intensity, usually denoted
by its standard deviation σ. To measure σ for our images,
we use the method in [7]. We include this latter measure
of noise because many denoising algorithms require it as an
input parameter along with the noisy image.

4. Ground Truth Estimation

This section provides details on the processing pipeline
for estimating ground truth images along with experimental
validation of the pipeline’s efficacy. Figure 3 provides a
diagram of the major steps:
1. Capture a sequence of images following our capture

setup and protocol from Section 3;
2. Correct defective pixels in all images (Section 4.1);
3. Omit outlier images and apply intensity alignment of all

images in the sequence (Section 4.2);
4. Apply dense local image alignment of all images with

respect to a single reference image (Section 4.3);
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Figure 3: A block diagram illustrating the main steps in our procedure for ground truth image estimation. The respective
sections for each step are shown.

5. Apply robust regression to estimate the underlying true
pixel intensities of the ground-truth image (Section 4.4).

4.1. Defective Pixel Correction

Defective pixels can affect the accuracy of the ground-
truth estimation as they do not adhere to the same underly-
ing random process that generates the noise at normal pixel
locations. We consider two kinds of defective pixels: (1) hot
pixels that produce higher signal readings than expected;
and (2) stuck pixels that produce fully saturated signal read-
ings. We avoid altering image content by applying a median
filter to remove such noise and instead apply the following
procedure.

First, to detect the locations of defective pixels on each
camera sensor, we capture a sequence of 500 images in a
light-free environment. We record the mean image denoted
as xa, and then we estimate a Gaussian distribution with
mean µdark and standard deviation σdark over the distribu-
tion of pixels in the mean image xa. Ideally, µdark would
be the dark level of the sensor and σdark would be the level
of dark current noise. Hence, we consider all pixels hav-
ing intensity values outside a 99.9% confidence interval of
N (µdark, σdark) as defective pixels.

We use weighted least squares (WLS) fitting of the cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) to estimate the under-
lying Gaussian distribution of pixels. We use WLS to avoid
the effect of outliers (i.e., the defective pixels), which can
be up to 2% of the total pixels in the camera sensor. Also,
the non-defective pixels normally have much smaller vari-
ance in their values compared to the defective pixels. This
leads us to use a weighted approach to robustly estimate the
underlying distribution.

After detecting the defective pixel locations, we use
bicubic interpolation to estimate the correct intensity values
at such locations. Figure 4 shows an example of a ground
truth image where we apply our defective pixel correction
method versus a directly estimated mean image. In the cam-
eras we used, the percentage of defective pixels ranged from
0.05% up to 1.86% of the total number of pixels.

4.2. Intensity Alignment

Despite the controlled imaging environment, there is still
a need to account for slight changes in scene illumination
and camera exposure time due to potential hardware im-
precision. To address this issue, we first estimate the aver-

(a) Low-light noisy image (b) Zoom-in region from (a)

(c) Mean image with 
defective pixels

(d) Our ground truth with 
defective pixels corrected

Figure 4: An example of a mean image (c) computed over
a sequence of low-light images where defective pixels are
present, and our corresponding ground truth (d) where de-
fective pixels were corrected. One of the images from the
sequence is shown in (a) and zoomed-in in (b).

age intensity of all images in the sequence where µi is the
mean intensity of image i. Then, we calculate the mean µa
and standard deviation σa of the distribution of all µi and
consider all images outside a 99.9% confidence interval of
N (µa, σa) as outliers and remove them from the sequence.
Finally, we re-calculate µa and perform intensity alignment
by shifting all images to have the same mean intensity:

xi = xi − µi + µa. (4)
The total number of outlier images we found in our entire
dataset is only 231 images. These images were typically
corrupted by noticeable brightness change.

4.3. Dense Local Spatial Alignment

While capturing image sequences with smartphones, we
observed a noticeable shift in image content over the im-
age sequence. To examine this problem further, we placed
the smartphones on a vibration-controlled optical table (to
rule out environmental vibration) and imaged a planar scene
with fixed fiducials, as shown in Figure 5a. We tracked these
fiducials over a sequence of 500 images to reveal a spatially
varying pattern that looks like a combination of lens coax-
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Figure 5: (a) A part of a static planar chart with fiducials imaged on a vibration-free optical table. The quiver plots of
the observed and measured pixel drift between the first and last (500th) image in a sequence of 500 images are shown for
(b) iPhone 7 and (c) Google Pixel. (d) The effect of replacing our local alignment technique by a global 2D translation to
align a sequence of images after synthesizing the local pixel drift from (b). We applied both techniques after synthesizing
signal-dependent noise from a range of the β1 parameter of the NLF estimated by the camera devices.

ial shift and radial distortion, as shown in Figure 5b for the
iPhone 7 and Figure 5c for the Google Pixel. With a similar
experiment, we found that DSLR cameras do not produce
such distortions or shifts.

On further investigation, we found that this is caused by
optical image stabilization (OIS) that cannot be disabled,
either through API calls, or because it was part of the un-
derlying camera hardware. 2 As a result, we had to perform
local dense alignment of all images before estimation of the
ground truth images. To do this, we adopted the following
method for robust local alignment of the noisy images (we
repeat this process for each image in the sequence):
1. Choose one image xref to be a reference for the align-

ment of all the other images in the sequence.
2. Divide each image into overlapping patches of size

512 × 512 pixels. We choose large enough patches
to account for the higher noise levels in the images; the
larger the patch, the more accurate our estimate of the
local translation vector. We denote the centers of these
patches as the destination landmarks which we use for
the next registration step.

3. Use an accurate Fourier transform-based method [17] to
estimate the local translation vector for each patch in
each image xi with respect to the corresponding patch
from the reference image xref. In this way, we obtain the
source landmarks for each image.

4. Having the corresponding local translation vectors from
the source landmarks in each image xi to the destina-
tion landmarks in the reference image xref, we apply 2D
thin-plate spline image warping based on the set of arbi-
trary landmark correspondences [3] to align each image
to the reference image. We found our adopted technique
to be much more accurate than treating the misalignment
problem as a global 2D translation.
Figure 5d shows the effect of replacing our local align-

ment technique by a global 2D translation. We applied both
2Google’s Pixel camera does not support OIS; however, the underlying

sensor, Sony’s Exmor RS IMX378, includes gyro stabilization.

techniques on a sequence of synthetic images that includes
synthesized local pixel shifts and signal-dependent noise.
The synthesized local pixel shift is the same as the shift
measured from real images (Figure 5b and 5c). The syn-
thesized noise is based on the NLF parameters (β1 and β2)
estimated by the camera devices and extracted using the
Camera2 API. Our technique for local alignment consis-
tently yields higher PSNR values over a range of realistic
noise levels versus a 2D global alignment.

In our ground truth estimation pipeline, we warp all im-
ages in a sequence to a reference image for which we de-
sire to estimate the ground truth. To estimate ground truth
for another image in the sequence, we re-apply the spatial
alignment process using that image as a reference. This
way, we have a different ground truth for each image in our
dataset.

4.4. Robust Mean Image Estimation

Once images are aligned, the next step is to estimate the
mean image. The direct mean will be biased due to the clip-
ping effects of the under-illuminated or over-exposed pix-
els [13]. To address this, we propose a robust technique that
accounts for such clipping effects. Considering all obser-
vations of a pixel at position j throughout a sequence of N
images, denoted as

χj = {x1j , . . . , xNj}, (5)
we need to robustly estimate the underlying noise-free value
µ̂j of this pixel with the existence of censored observations
due to the sensor’s minimum and maximum measurement
limits. As a result, instead of simple calculation of the mean
value of χj , we apply the following method for robust esti-
mation of µ̂j :
1. Remove the possibly censored observations whose in-

tensities are equal to 0 or 1 in normalized linear raw-
RGB space:

χ′j ← {xij | xij ∈ (0, 1)}Ni=1, (6)
where |χj | becomes N ′ ≤ N .



2. Define the empirical cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of χ′j as

Φe(t | χ′j) =
N ′∑
i=1

{xij | xij ≤ t}/
N ′∑
i=1

xij . (7)

3. Define a parametric cumulative distribution function of a
normal distribution with mean µp and standard deviation
σp as

Φp(t | µp, σp) =
∫ t

−∞
N (t′ | µp, σp) dt′. (8)

4. Define an objective function that represents a weighted
sum of square errors between Φe and Φp as

ψ(µp, σp) =
∑
t∈χ′

j

wt

(
Φp(t | µp, σp)−Φe(t | χ′j)

)2
,

(9)
where we choose the weights wt to represent a convex
function such that the weights compensate for the vari-
ances of the fitted CDF values, which are lowest near the
mean and highest in the tails of the distribution:

wt =

(
Φe(t | χ′j)

(
1−Φe(t | χ′j)

))− 1
2

. (10)

5. Estimate the mean µ̂j and standard deviation σ̂j of χ′j by
minimizing Equation 9:

(µ̂j , σ̂j) = argmin
µp,σp

ψ(µp, σp) (11)

using a derivative-free simplex search method [20].
To evaluate our adopted WLS method for estimating

mean images affected by intensity clipping, we conduct an
experiment on synthetic images with synthetic noise added
and intensity clipping applied. We used NLF parameters
estimated from real images to synthesize the noise. We
then apply our method to estimate the mean image. We
compared the result with maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) with censoring, which is commonly used for cen-
sored data regression, as shown in Figure 6. We repeated the
experiment over a range of numbers of images (Figure 6a)
and a range of synthetic NLFs (Figure 6b). For reference,
we plot the error of the direct calculation of the mean image
before (green line) and after (black line) applying the in-
tensity clipping. Our adopted WLS method achieves much
lower error than MLE, almost as low as the direct calcula-
tion of the mean image before clipping.
Quality of our SIDD dataset vs the DND dataset In or-
der to assess the quality of ground truth images estimated
by our pipeline compared to the DND post-processing [25],
we asked the authors of DND to post-process five of our
low/high-ISO image pairs. We then estimated the inherent
noise levels in these images using [7] and compared them
to our ground truth of the same five scenes as shown in Fig-
ure 7a. Our pipeline yields lower noise levels, and hence,
higher-quality images, in four out of five images. Also, Fig-
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Figure 6: Comparison between methods used for estimating
the mean image (a) over a range of number of images and
(b) over a range of the first parameter of signal-dependent
noise (β1). The adopted method, WLS fitting of the CDF
with censoring, yields the lowest MSE.
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Figure 7: (a) Comparison between noise levels in our
ground truth images versus the ground truth estimated
by [25] for five scenes. Our ground truth has lower noise
levels in four out of five images. (b) Comparison of noise
levels in our dataset versus DND dataset.

ure 7b shows the distribution of noise levels in our dataset
compared to the DND dataset. The wider range of noise
levels in our dataset makes it a more comprehensive bench-
mark for testing on different imaging conditions and more
representative for smartphone camera images.

5. Benchmark
In this section we benchmark a number of representa-

tive and state-of-the-art denoising algorithms to examine
their performance on real noisy images with our recovered
ground truth. We also show that the performance of CNN-
based methods can be significantly improved if trained on
real noisy images with our ground truth instead of synthetic
noisy images and/or low-ISO images as ground truth.

5.1. Setup

For the purpose of benchmarking, we picked 200 ground
truth images, one for each scene instance from our SIDD
dataset. From these 200 images, we carefully selected a rep-
resentative subset of 40 images for evaluation experiments
in this paper and for a benchmarking website to be released



Applied/
Evaluated

BM3D
[10]

NLM
[4]

KSVD
[1]

KSVD-
DCT [11]

KSVD-
G [11]

LPG-
PCA [32]

FoE
[27]

MLP
[6]

WNNM
[16]

GLIDE
[29]

TNRD
[8]

EPLL
[35]

DnCNN
[33]

PSNR
Raw/Raw 45.52 44.06 43.26 42.70 42.50 42.79 43.13 43.17 44.85 41.87 42.77 40.73 43.30
Raw/sRGB 30.95 29.39 27.41 28.21 28.13 30.01 27.18 27.52 29.54 25.98 26.99 25.19 28.24
sRGB/sRGB 25.65 26.75 26.88 27.51 27.19 24.49 25.58 24.71 25.78 24.71 24.73 27.11 23.66

SSIM
Raw/Raw 0.980 0.971 0.969 0.970 0.969 0.974 0.969 0.965 0.975 0.949 0.945 0.935 0.965
Raw/sRGB 0.863 0.846 0.832 0.784 0.781 0.854 0.812 0.788 0.888 0.816 0.744 0.842 0.829
sRGB/sRGB 0.685 0.699 0.842 0.780 0.771 0.681 0.792 0.641 0.809 0.774 0.643 0.870 0.583

Time
Raw 34.3 210.7 2243.9 133.3 153.6 438.1 6097.2 131.2 1975.8 12440.5 15.2 653.1 51.7
sRGB 27.4 621.9 9881.0 96.3 92.2 2004.3 12166.8 564.8 8882.2 36091.6 45.1 1996.4 158.9

Table 1: Denoising performance PSNR (dB), SSIM, and denoising time (seconds) per 1 Mpixel image (1024× 1024 pixels)
for benchmarked methods averaged over the 40 images form our SIDD benchmark. The top three methods are indicated with
colors (green, blue, and red) in top-down order of performance, with best results in bold. For reference, the mean PSNRs of
benchmark images in raw-RGB and sRGB are 36.70 dB and 19.71 dB, respectively, and the mean SSIM values are 0.832 and
0.397 in raw-RGB and sRGB, respectively. It is worth noting that the mean PSNRs of the noisy images in [25] were reported
as 39.39 dB (raw-RGB) and 29.98 (sRGB), which indicate lower noise levels than in our dataset.

as well, while the other 160 noisy images and their ground
truth images will be made available for training purposes.
Since many denoisers are computationally expensive (some
taking more than one hour to denoise a 1-Mpixel image), we
expedite comparison by applying denoisers on 32 randomly
selected non-overlapping image patches of size 256 × 256
pixels from each of the 40 images, for a total of 1280 image
patches. The computation times of the benchmaked algo-
rithms were obtained by running all of them single-threaded
on the same machine equipped with an Intel® Xeon® CPU
E5-2637 v4 @ 3.50GHz with 128GB of memory.

The algorithms benchmarked are: BM3D [10], NLM [4],
KSVD [1], LPG-PCA [32], FoE [27], MLP [6],
WNNM [16], GLIDE [29], TNRD [8], EPLL [35], and
DnCNN [33]. For BM3D [10], we applied Anscombe-
BM3D [23] in raw-RGB space and CBM3D [9] in sRGB
space. For KSVD, we benchmark two variants of the orig-
inal algorithm [11], one using the DCT over-complete dic-
tionary, denoted here as KSVD-DCT, and the other using
a global dictionary of natural image patches, denoted here
as KSVD-G. For benchmarking the learning-based algo-
rithms (e.g., MLP, TNRD, and DnCNN), we use the avail-
able trained models for the sake of fair comparison against
other algorithms; however, in Section 5.3 we show the ad-
vantage of training DnCNN on our dataset. We applied all
algorithms in both raw-RGB and sRGB spaces. However,
the denoising in raw-RGB space is evaluated in both raw-
RGB and after conversion to sRGB. In all cases, we evaluate
performance against our ground truth images. For raw-RGB
images, we denoise each CFA channel separately. To render
images from raw-RGB to sRGB, we simulate the camera
processing pipeline [19] using metadata from DNG files.

Most of the benchmarked algorithms require, as an input
parameter, an estimate of the noise present in the image in
the form of either the standard deviation of a uniform-power
Gaussian distribution (σ) or the two parameters (β1 and β2)

of the signal-dependent noise level function. We follow the
same procedure from Section 3.2 to provide such estimates
of the noise as input to the algorithms.

5.2. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the performance of the benchmarked algo-
rithms in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), struc-
tural similarity (SSIM) [31], and denoising time. Our dis-
cussion, however, will be focused on the PSNR-based rank-
ing of methods, as the top-performing methods tend to have
similar SSIM scores, especially in raw-RGB space. From
the PSNR results, we can see that classic patch-based and
optimization-based methods (e.g., BM3D, KSVD, LPG-
PCA, and WNNM) are outperforming learning-based meth-
ods (e.g., MLP, TNRD, and DnCNN) when tested on real
images. This finding was also observed in [25]. We addi-
tionally benchmarked a number of methods not examined
in [25], and make some interesting observations. One is
that the two variants of the classic KSVD algorithm, trained
on DCT and global dictionaries, achieve the best and sec-
ond best PSNRs for the case of denoising in sRGB space.
This is mainly because the underlying dictionaries well rep-
resent the distribution of small image patches in the sRGB
space. Another observation is that denoising in the raw-
RGB space yields higher quality with faster denoising com-
pared to denoising in the sRGB space, as shown in Table 1.
Also, we can see that BM3D is still one of the fastest de-
noising algorithms in the literature along with TNRD and
dictionary-based KSVD, followed by other discriminative
methods (e.g., DnCNN and MLP) and NLM. Furthermore,
this examination of denoising times raises concerns about
the applicability of some denoising methods. For example,
though WNNM is one of the best denoisers, it is also among
the slowest. Overall, we find the BM3D algorithm to remain
one of the best performers in terms of denoising quality and
computation time combined.



# patches # training # testing [σmin, σmax] σµ

Subset A 5,120 4,096 1,024 [1.62, 5.26] 2.62
Subset B 10,240 8,192 2,048 [4.79, 23.5] 9.73

Table 2: Details of the two subsets of raw image patches
used for training DnCNN. The terms σmin, σmax, and σµ
indicate minimum, maximum, and mean noise levels.

Low-ISO Ours

Synthetic Real Synthetic Real

Su
bs

et
A β1 4.66× 10−3 2.75× 10−3 2.88× 10−3 1.01 × 10−3

β2 1.90 × 10−4 3.94× 10−4 6.26× 10−4 8.05× 10−4

σ 1.24 8.02× 10−1 8.95× 10−1 4.62 × 10−1

Su
bs

et
B β1 3.06× 10−3 2.20× 10−3 2.42× 10−3 1.05 × 10−3

β2 9.67× 10−4 1.88× 10−3 3.18 × 10−4 5.96× 10−4

σ 1.03 1.04 6.97× 10−1 4.18 × 10−1

Table 3: Mean noise estimates (β1, β2, and σ) of the de-
noised testing image patches using the four DnCNN mod-
els trained on subsets A and B. Training on our ground truth
with real noise mostly yields higher-quality images.

5.3. Application to CNN Training

To further investigate the usefulness of our high-quality
ground truth images, we use them to train the DnCNN de-
noising model [33] and compare the results with the same
model trained on post-processed low-ISO images [25] as
another type of ground truth. For each type of ground truth,
we train DnCNN with two types of input: our real noisy im-
ages and our ground truth images with synthetic Gaussian
noise added. For synthetic noise, we use the mean noise
level (σµ), as estimated from the real noisy images, to syn-
thesize the noise. We found that using noise levels higher
than σµ for training yields lower testing performance. To
further assess the four training cases, we test on two sub-
sets of randomly selected raw-RGB image patches, one with
low noise levels, and the other having medium to high noise
levels, as shown in Table 2. Since we had access to only
five low-ISO images post-processed by [25], we used them
in subset A, whereas for subset B, we had to post-process
additional low-ISO images using our own implementation
of [25]. In all four cases of training, we test the performance
against our ground truth images.

Figure 8 shows the testing results of DnCNN using two
types of ground truth for training (post-processed low-ISO
vs our ground truth images) and two types of noise (syn-
thetic and real). Results are shown for both subsets A and B.
We can see that training on our ground truth using real noise
yields the highest PSNRs, whereas using low-ISO ground
truth with real noise yields lower PSNRs. One reason for
this is the remaining noise in the low-ISO images. Also, the
post-processing may not sufficiently undo the intensity and
spatial misalignment between low- and high-ISO images.
Furthermore, the models trained on synthetic noise perform
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Figure 8: Testing results of DnCNN [33] using two types of
ground truth (post-processed low-ISO and our ground truth
images) and two types of noise (synthetic and real) on two
random subsets of our dataset (see Table 2). Training with
our ground truth on real noise yields the highest PSNRs.

similarly regardless of the underlying ground truth. This
is because both models are trained on the same Gaussian
distribution of noise and therefore learn to model the same
distribution. Additionally, BM3D performs comparably on
low noise levels (subset A), while DnCNN trained on our
ground truth images significantly outperforms BM3D on all
noise levels (both subsets). To investigate if there is a bias
for using our ground truth as the reference of evaluation, we
compare the no-reference noise estimates (β1, β2, and σ) of
the denoised patches from the four models. As shown in
Table 3, training on our ground truth with real noise mostly
yields the highest quality, especially for β1, which is the
dominant component of the signal-dependent noise [30].

6. Conclusion
This paper has addressed a serious need for a high-

quality image dataset for denoising research on smartphone
cameras. Towards this goal, we have created a public
dataset of ~30,000 images with corresponding high-quality
ground truth images for five representative smartphones.
We have provided a detailed description of how to capture
and process smartphone images to produce this ground truth
dataset. Using this dataset, we have benchmarked a number
of existing methods to reveal that patch-based methods still
outperform learning-based methods trained using conven-
tional ground truthing methods. Our preliminary results on
training CNN-based methods using our images (in partic-
ular, DnCNN [33]) suggest that CNN-based methods can
outperform patch-based methods when trained on proper
ground truth images. We believe our dataset and our associ-
ated findings will be useful in advancing denoising methods
for images captured with smartphones.
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